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Abstract 

The design of leafgate is of critical importance as it can lead to failure if it is not design properly and the failure can have very 

bad consequences. In this paper, the design and analysis of leafgate is being carried out. The leafgate was designed and 

fabricated and did the field trial. It was noticed in the field trial that the gate was not meeting the performance criteria. And thus a 

thorough investigation was carried out. During this investigation, the 2D drawing of leafgate was made on the basis of design 

information and recommendation of the company using AutoCAD. The 3D assembly model of gate was generated with the help 

of Solid Work and this CAD model was further taken into HyperMesh to convert this CAD model into mathematical model 

which can be subsequently used for Finite Element Analysis. In the analysis, it was found that the stress is developed at support 

points are higher than the limiting values for the support. Hence, the leafgate is modified and analysis of modified design is 

performed. Which reduced stress induced at the support point and thus it was within the safe limit. Thus, we have performed the 

investigation using CAD modeling and Finite Element Analysis techniques and modified the design accordingly so that failure of 

the leafgate can be avoided.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Leaf gates are adjustable structures used to impede and control the movement of water in a waterway, similar to river barriers in 

some ways but at a smaller scale. The opening and closure of leaf gates depends on a change in water level due to flooding, 

rainfall or tidal variation. As part of a storm or tidal surge system leaf gates may be used to stop water flow entirely. In addition 

to flood management, leaf gates and associated infrastructures can be used to improve water quality and address ecological 

issues within a water system. 

The leafgate is being manufactured for the canal. The leafgate is manufactured for Hyderabad city hence the extreme pressure 

head in this area is to be considered and according to that the leaf gate is to be designed. For designing the leaf gate Autocad and 

Solid Works. These leaf gates are designed to withstand a static head of water 15000mm. In the larger river systems there may be 

a requirement for these leaf gates to withstand an impact load from flood debris. Each leaf gate is supplied with a comprehensive 

set of design calculations to prove the integrity of the structure and ensure it complies with the clients leaf gate design 

specifications. 

 Choosing the Right Design 

The type of leafgate opening device or retention structure you choose depends on your drainage system and management 

objectives. All stakeholders in the system need to be consulted before doing any works. Remember that retention structures will 

impede fish moving upstream, so these should only be used where there is significant benefit - such as reducing acid water 

flowing into the river. 

It is important to match any works with the characteristics of the drainage system, so it is essential to conduct a thorough site 

assessment. This will help to determine what style of management the drainage system is best suited to. 

 Literature Survey 

The root cause of failure of leaf gate is quite widely separated through the technical and organizational aspect of the gate system 

thus indicating the need of assessing the reliability of all the aspect of the gate system to fully identify potential problem. Leaf 

gate provide the safety function to discharge the flood water and protect the integrity of cannel. 

In 1950, the gate of FOLSOM DAM, California failed due to the corrosion of the steel pins. The pin failure is the worldwide 

cause of gate failure. Collapse of gate at the WACHI DAM (1968) due to vibration was considered a special case due to 

eccentricity of the bearing. Recently, construction reliability has been incorporated in the design stage. Analysis is now a formal 

part of any possible for system changes. The gate being tested approximately 3 to 4 times in a year. 

The failure of cannel and its foundation is considered as the internal failure. Higher  level of  flood in the cannel  will also 

result  the failure of the gate this is called over topping  flood  failure  and  this failure occurs due to  the foundation and  over  

stress  of the gate (Hill 2002)[01] 
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The water control in the canal is a way to reduce the water loss and have more ecological and economic use of water. Model 

predictive controllers (MPCs) were developed using the discharge and opening system of gate as a control action variable and 

tested experimentally using the laboratory of the technical university of catalonia. They form the result that gate opening of the 

canal is more beneficial (using MATLAB). Klaudiu Horvath (1943) described experimentally in the canal laboratory that the 

gate opening is better in the controlling system[02] 

On the basis of FE analysis result, Mr. Uttam Y. Siddha concluded that different types of meshes are showing different results 

in the simply supported beam so as to avoid the variation in the result then the CQUAD element is a better choice than CTRIAS 

elements of meshing. [03] 

The anchors are assumed to be subjected to static load conditions only. When dynamic loading (moving loads, vibratory loads 

etc) governs, the  resistances are developed. Resin chemical anchors (RCA) can be loaded sooner compared to other bonded 

anchors.[04] 

 Objective 

Leafgate is being manufacture for static load condition. Leaf gate which is designed previously is failing at field trail. In this 

project, leafgate for canal will be design and modify. 

 Problem Identification 

The leafgate is designed and manufactured for canal to withstand pressure of 1500 mm of water head. The manufactured leafgate 

is unable to sustain the pressure developed due to water head and have failed during the field trail. Thus a thorough investigation 

has to be carried out which involve complete CAD modelling and Finite Element Analysis to identify and rectify the problem. 

 Component of Leafgate 

The leaf gate is constructed generally of the following basic components – 

 Frame 

It is the main component of the leafgate. It contains  

 SHS-Square hollow section 

 Size- 95*95*4.5 thick mm, 

 LHS & RHS Frame 

The left hand side and right hand side frame provides vertical support to the gate. It contains 

 RHS-Rectangular hollow section 

 Size- 122*81*4.5 mm thick, 80*40*4.5 mm thick. 

 Base frame 

The base frame supports the gate from the base. It contains both SHS & RHS. 

 Frame Cover 

It covers the structure FRAME. Metal sheet is overlap over the FRAME. This component is in direct contact with the water. 

 Size- 3000*1500*2 the mm 

 Barrel Hinge 

The Barrel Hinge is the provide connection and movement between the side support and the gate assembly. It is standard part of 

steel. 

 Fasteners 

The fasteners are use to fixed the leafgate from the canal wall. The numbers of fasteners required as per the requirement. 

The 2D drawing is made on AutoCAD software. The leaf gate is designed by considering all constrains of canal and to fulfill 

the requirement at minimum cost. The drawing of the leafgate on which failure is occurred is as shown 

 
Fig. 1: 2D Front view of Leafgate 
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The 3D model of the leafgate is designed with the help of solid work software. This 3D model is based on the 2D drawing of 

leafgate. Figure shows the extrude command of SolidWork and the figure  are assembly & cut list of gate. 

 
Fig. 2: 3D Model of the leafgate 

 Loads 

The design must be done by considering the loads such as water head load, gust loading etc. The structure is designed to 

withstand high pressure. The gate is able to sustain load of 14700 N/m². 

The simple calculation of the force is as shown   

 
Where: 

F = force measured in the SI units kg·m·s−2 (N) 

p = pressure  measured in N/m² (Pa) 

 Where, 

ρ is the density of fresh water; 

ρ =1000 kg/m3 

g is the acceleration due to gravity on Earth; 

g=9.8 m/s2  

h is the height of the water column in meters  

h=1.5 m 

P  

=1000*9.8*1.5 

=14700 kg/m s2       (N= Kg.m/ s2) 

=14700 N/m² 

=14.7 KN/m²   

A =area = rectangle: length × height measured in m2 

Where: 

Length = the horizontal length of a rectangular leafgate measured in meters 

Height = the height of a non-submerged leaf gate from the bottom of the water column to the water surface measured in meters 

A=L*H 

= 4.850*1.500 

= 7.275 m2 

Therefore  

 
=14700*7.275 

=106942.5 N 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SI
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_acceleration
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 Finite Element Model 

The finite element model is developing using Hypermesh software. The 3D cad model of leafgate is converting into 

mathematical form by Hypermesh software. All the component of gate is mesh in 2D or 3D element. Shell element is used for 

thin wall part having small thickness. It is the most commonly used plate element. It is a 4-noded flat plate element 

 
Fig. 3: Static water head Load on Double Leaf Door Assembly 

 1st Analysis Result 

The result is generated by the NASTRAN software where the deflection and the stress value are as shown in figure. Based on 

generated result the conclusion is made whether the Leafgate is safe or not at the desire pressure. 

 
Fig. 4: Stress in leafgate assembly 

The overall stress is within limit. Therefore the structure of leafgate is safe. 

 Stress Contour Plot for individual components 

Figure shows stress in sheet, frame & hinge respectively. 

     
Fig. 5: Stress in RHS and SHS Frame 
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Fig. 6: Barrel Hinge 

 Reaction at support  
Table - 1 

Reaction at support 

 

 Findings 

Reaction forces in each constrain location for X; Y and Z direction is as shown in the table. Here the pin stress at the three points 

is more than the allowable stress. It means that the pin at that point fails due to share force.  

The anchor fastener, which is used for supporting the leafgate, is not able to sustain the desirable load. Because of the failure 

of some pin, the whole assembly may collapse. In many cases failure of gate has not resulted in serious consequence possibilities 

exist if the breakdown occurs at the critical time of flood releases. 

 Recommendation 

The possible way by which we can save the gate are given below  

 The basic method to avoid failure is to increase the number of fasteners on vertical as well as in horizontal sides. 

 Change the material of fastener; take the material of higher shear stress value. 

 Increase the diameter of fastener of the same material, which is used. 

Further investigation is carried out by using first recommendation.   

 Modification 

The leafgate is failed at the current pressure so that it is necessary to modify the gate. Generally, the leafgate is failed because of 

the minor fault like controller failure, support defect, concrete failure, pin failure, etc. 

In this leafgate, failure occurs at the support pins. The anchor bolt, which supports the gate assembly, is failed due to the high 

stress generated on pin. The pin is failed only in shear (z direction) as shown in table. 

The leafgate is failed after increasing the numbers of pins from 17 to 25. But the shear stress value comes too close to the 

allowable stress value i.e. 17.5KN. Therefore again increasing the number of pins from 17 to 27 as shown in below figure. 
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Fig. 7: Double Leaf Leafgate Assembly with 27 Constrain points 

 2nd Modification’s Result 

The modified design is analyzed and results are as shown in figure.   

 
Fig. 8: Stress in Leafgate with 27 constrain points  

The overall stress in assembly is within limit. Therefore the structure of leafgate is safe. i.e.108MPa 

 Reaction at support 

Modified design support reactionThe reaction forces in each fastener is within design load (17.5 KN for RG M12X160), hence 

they are safe. 

 
 Reaction in Newton 

 X Y Z 

Constraint 2248 2878 -3748 

Constraint 2013 2417 -2395 

Constraint -378 1487 3731 

Constraint 276 2649 -387 

Constraint -1587 -437 10578 

Constraint 4992 1102 -15905 

Constraint 3811 2309 -9533 

Constraint -3125 -4447 -10942 

Constraint -2563 -2839 -5087 

Constraint -4152 `-2009 -5651 
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Constraint -3978 -1616 -6243 

Constraint -2758 -1072 -4572 

Constraint 1377 1616 5343 

Constraint -1274 1605 5388 

Constraint 2844 -1075 -4549 

Constraint 4063 -1625 -6236 

Constraint 4231 -2028 -5651 

Constraint 2607 -2880 -5078 

Constraint 3238 -4461 -10406 

Constraint 80 -4377 -14030 

Constraint -2310 3141 -3734 

Constraint -1980 2746 -2541 

Constraint 455 1760 3700 

Constraint -572 2241 -567 

Constraint 1769 -155 10748 

Constraint -5239 1157 -15749 

Constraint -4088 1914 -9586 

The reaction forces in each fastener is within design load (17.5 KN for RG M12X160), hence they are safe. 

II. CONCLUSION 

The structure was analyzed for water head 1500 mm using Finite Element analysis technique. The gate is failed from its fixing 

point and all the other component of gate are within the limit of stress. Many authors are concluding that structure of gate did not 

fail. The gate is failed due to minor components of gate. 

Here the leafgate is failed due to support failure. In support, anchor fastener is used and the fastener is having 17.5 KN load 

bearing capacity in torsion. But the induced load is 28KN. Hence the modification is done in gate. The following are the possible 

way of modifications- 

 The basic method to avoid failure is to increase the number of fasteners on vertical as well as in horizontal sides. 

 Change the material of fastener; take the material of higher shear stress value. 

 Increase the diameter of fastener of the same material which is used. 

III. FUTURE SCOPE 

In this project we have identified the need of flood doors in the industry. Also we developed & analyzed the possible product. 

Due to the limitation of time and cost, it was not possible to test and verify the Finite Element Analysis with lab test result. Thus 

this project can be further taken to the stage where the prototype of this leafgate is fabricated and it is checked and verified that 

the result are consistent.  
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